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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we develop and test a general measure of state policy expenditures. Our approach is

to construct a formal geometric model of state spending across all major policy areas. The advantage of

doing so is that such models can be assessed according to a fairly clearcut set of evaluative standards:

Parsimony, substantive utility, and explanatory power. Based upon these criteria, the variable created

from our model possesses some highly desirable characteristics. And, it compares quite favorably to other

measures of state policy activity. The net result is a yearly score for each state which summarizes that

state’s spending across all major program areas. More generally, we believe that our variable can be

interpreted as an empirical representation of state policy priorities. In this capacity, it could occupy an

important position within models of state politics.



It is sometimes argued that the evolution of a scientific discipline can be assessed through the

quality of the measures used to represent its central concepts (Kuhn 1977). And, by that standard, the

field of state politics is developing nicely. There now exists a scholarly consensus on a number of

variables that measure state-level political phenomena. These include measures of: Political culture

(Elazar 1984; Lieske 1993; Hero and Tolbert 1996); party competition (Dawson and Robinson 1963;

Barrilleaux 1986; Holbrook and Van Dunk 1993); legislative professionalism (Squire 1992; Fiorini

1994); judicial decisionmaking (Brace and Hall 1990); public opinion (Erikson, Wright, and McIver

1993); elite ideology (Berry, Ringquist, Fording, and Hanson 1998); gubernatorial power (Beyle 1999);

interest group characteristics (Gray and Lowery 1996); and bureaucratic representativeness (Keiser,

Wilkins, Meier, and Holland 2002). As this list demonstrates, the currently-existing variables focus

largely on political behavior and governmental structure. In contrast, far less attention has been paid to

the measurement of state-level public policy. Of course, there has been some work carried out on this

topic. But, as yet there is no broadly-based and widely accepted variable that captures for measuring state

policy outputs.

In this paper we hope to introduce precisely such a variable. Specifically, we develop and test a

general measure of state policy expenditures. Our approach is to construct a formal geometric model of

state spending. The advantage of doing so is that such models can be assessed according to a fairly

clearcut set of evaluative standards: Parsimony, substantive utility, and explanatory power (King,

Keohane, and Verba 1994). Based upon these criteria, our variable possesses some highly desirable

characteristics. And, it compares quite favorably to other measures of state policy activity. At the very

least, our geometric model provides a yearly score for each state which summarizes that state’s spending

across all major program areas. More generally, we believe that our variable can be interpreted as an

empirical representation of state policy priorities. In this capacity, it could occupy an important position

within models of state politics.
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BACKGROUND

This paper focuses directly on the program spending patterns of state governments. Expenditures

are a clear manifestation of institutional commitments. They represent the “governmental decision

agendas” within the respective states (Kingdom 1984); that is, the relative salience that state-level public

officials accord to various social and political issues (Baumgartner and Jones 1993). It is important to

emphasize that we are focusing on tangible distributions of public resources and not merely the intentions

of politicians and office holders. We contend that this distinction is critical because we want to measure

what governments do and not what they plan to do.

We recognize that program expenditures do not represent the sum total of public policy outputs.

Nor do they automatically lead to policy effectiveness in their respective areas. Nevertheless, most

observers of the political system understand that adequate financing is a necessary precondition for any

meaningful policy activity (Garand and Hendrick 1991). Therefore, expenditures commitments are the

targets of those who would influence government (e.g., parties and interest groups, as well as individual

citizens). Furthermore, they have a profound effect on the ways that state governments ultimately address

issues and ameliorate social problems. In short, policy spending represents a critical concept deserving of

attention from political scientists. 

Program expenditures are frequently used as the dependent variable in studies of state-level

policymaking. A sizable number of analyses focus on spending within a single policy area. While there

are far too many to provide a complete listing, this line of work covers a wide range of issues (e.g.,

Barrilleaux, Holbrook, and Langer 2002; Lewis and Maruna 1999; Goertz 1996; Brown 1995; Plotnick

and Winters 1985; Williams and Matheny 1984). The “single-policy studies” are valuable precisely they

provide a great deal of detailed information about the ways that state government address particular social

problems. However, they are also problematic because virtually all of the states have balanced budget

requirements. Therefore, spending within any given policy area is influenced by spending across all other

policy areas. This could easily produce biases when expenditure figures are interpreted as a state’s level

of commitment toward a particular program area.
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Recognizing this problem, several other studies have examined program expenditures across

multiple policy areas. These analyses typically employ nonrecursive causal models to examine both

exogenous influences on budgetary decisions and interrelationships among discrete policies (Garand

1985, 1988; Garand and Hendrick 1991). As such, they seek to provide detailed depictions of the

complexities inherent within the policymaking process. But, these “multiple policy studies” intentionally

focus on only a few key program areas instead of the complete set of state policy commitments. At the

same time, these studies conceptualize program areas as discrete, separate phenomena. In so doing, they

fail to consider the possibility that there may be a single structure spanning expenditures across all policy

fields. If that is the case, then there should be a way to combine expenditures into a single summary

measure for each state.

A third body of research uses data reduction techniques such as factor analysis to summarize

many policy indicators simultaneously. Although their exact results differ somewhat, these studies all

demonstrate that there is a systematic, coherent framework underlying the ways that states address the

myriad array of pressures confronting them. For example, Sharkansky and Hofferbert (1969) found that

state policy-making conforms to two underlying dimensions: A “welfare-education” factor and a

“highways-natural resources” factor. More recently, Klingman and Lammers (1984) used principal

components analysis to develop a “general policy liberalism” factor. And, in a similar vein, Wright,

Erikson, and McIver (1987) used factor analysis to justify the construction of a “grand index of state

policy;” the variable itself is a simple additive scale which they label “composite policy liberalism.”

The strong points of this analytic strategy have been widely recognized (Hill, Leighley, and

Hinton-Andersson 1995; Lascher, Hagen, and Rochlin 1996). But, it is also important to acknowledge

that there are some potentially serious problems in the resultant policy measures. The variables employed

in the factor analytic studies generally encompass a wide range of governmental activities (e.g.,

legislative provisions, program adoptions, tax progressivity, etc., as well as program expenditures). These

indicators cover many different aspects of the public policy-making process, even though the underlying
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actors, institutions, and dynamics vary markedly between them (Kingdon 1984; Sabatier and Jenkins-

Smith 1993). 

Furthermore, these studies usually combine data from several time points, spanning periods from

seven to fifteen years long. This is problematic because policy considerations almost certainly change

over time. Any such temporal variability is lost when the data are combined into a single summary index.

For these reasons, it is impossible to say exactly which, if any, specific aspect of the policy process is

represented in the final summary measures that are developed in most composite policy studies.

A STRATEGY FOR MEASURING STATE POLICY SPENDING

We want to create a new measure of state policy outputs that overcomes the limitations described

in the previous section. We will maintain the focus on government spending precisely because

expenditures represent an identifiable and central component of the policy process (Elling 1983; Hansen

1990; Garand and Hendrick 1991; Raimondo 1996). But, we will incorporate spending across a very

wide range of substantive areas, covering nearly the full range of programmatic commitments by state

governments. In addition, we will look at yearly state spending, thereby making it possible to evaluate

stability and change in state spending priorities over time. 

Yearly, policy-specific, spending figures for each of the fifty states will produce an enormous

amount of information— probably too much to be usable in its original form. Therefore, we test whether

the spending data conform to a common structure. If so, we can construct an abstract representation or

“model” of that structure. Such a model would retain most of the variability across states, policies, and

years that is contained within the original spending figures. However, it would be more “compact” and,

therefore, more comprehensible than the raw data. The modeling process will generate a yearly score for

each state encapsulating that state’s spending across all policy areas. These scores can be used as

empirical variables in subsequent analyses.

Data

The raw data for our analysis consist of yearly state general expenditures in ten policy areas:

Corrections; education; government administration; health; highways; hospitals; natural resources; parks
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and recreation; police and law enforcement; and welfare. The dataset currently covers the time period

from 1982 through 2000. 

We agree with those researchers who argue that expenditures alone cannot be used to obtain a

comprehensive measure of all policy outputs and/or impacts (Walker 1969; Hofferbert 1974; Hanson

1984; Erikson, Wright, and McIver 1989). However, this is simply not a problem for the present analysis.

The consensus of scholarly opinion clearly holds that expenditures across substantive areas do provide

accurate representations of policy priorities (Garand and Hendrick 1991). In short, comparative spending

levels are the clearest, most unambiguous, indicators of governmental commitments to address various

problems (Budge and Hofferbert 1990). 

Our analysis seeks to explain the states’ relative priorities across the different policy areas. We

are not interested in examining how much states spend on different programs. Instead, this analysis

focuses on how states divide up their yearly pools of available resources. For this reason, the policy-

specific spending values within each state for each year are expressed as proportions of the total policy

expenditures for that state across all ten categories for that year. In other words, the ten data values that

are actually employed in the analysis will sum to 1.00 for each state in each year. This provides a yearly

measure of variability in policy allocations across the states while still effectively controlling for such

features as state size, overall spending levels, and the like.

Methodology

Our analysis will construct a specific geometric representation, often called a “spatial proximity

model,” of the state spending data. The basic idea behind this model is very simple. For each year, the

fifty states and the ten policy areas are shown as two sets of points located along a common continuum.

The relative positions of the points are determined by the empirical expenditure values. Specifically, state

1's spending on policy A is inversely proportional to the distance between the point representing 1 and the

point representing A: As spending increases, this distance gets smaller and vice versa. Thus, state points

will tend to be located close to the points representing policies for which their relative spending levels are

high and far from the points representing policies where their relative spending levels are low. 
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The overall spatial proximity model for the state spending data is estimated on a yearly basis, and

within each year it will consist of two distinct sets of points: One set of fifty state points and a second set

of ten policy points. States with similar spending profiles will have points that are located close to each

other along the dimension; states with markedly different spending priorities will have larger distances

between their points. A similar distance rule applies to the policies themselves: Policies that receive

similar proportional allocations in state budgets will be represented by points that fall close to each other

along the dimension. Policies that exhibit contrasting spending patterns (i.e., high relative expenditures in

one policy area coincide with small expenditures in another) will be shown as widely-separated points.

Since the model parameters are estimated separately for each year, the point locations for the states and

policies can move over time. To the extent that such movements occur, they should conform to temporal

changes in state spending patterns and policy configurations.

Substantive Advantages of the Spatial Proximity Model

Before proceeding, let us consider why the spatial proximity model is a better strategy for

studying state policies than the more commonly-used factor analytic approach. There are several reasons.

First, our spatial proximity model incorporates a much larger set of programs. For example, Sharkansky

and Hofferbert (1969) perform some preliminary analyses in order to isolate a subset of policy variables

that produce a “clean” factor solution. Similarly, Klingman and Lammers only examine “... the types of

policies ... that ... are associated with ... a liberal position in American politics ... (1984, page 600).”

Wright, Erikson, and McIver limit their analysis to those “... policy variables that reflect the usual

ideological distinctions between liberalism and conservatism (1987, page 985).” While these steps may

produce more easily interpretable analytic results, they inevitably discard or ignore information about

state spending and policymaking in a variety of other program areas. 

The spatial proximity model avoids this problem by using data that represent almost the full range

of substantive concerns that typically confront state governments. Looking across the states, the ten

spending categories to be used in our analysis comprise from 80.21% to 86.95 % of total yearly state

government general spending, with a mean of 83.70%. Although the data do not cover the states’
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complete spending profiles, they are the only categories for which complete information is available

across the entire time period covered by our analysis. Furthermore, the types of spending omitted from

these categories tend to make up only small portions of the states budgets, and they often represent

ambiguous classifications. Thus, we are confident that our data encompass the vast majority of state

program expenditures, particularly those in the most prominent areas of public policy. 

Second, the geometric structure underlying the spatial proximity model is more consistent with

the substantive nature of policy-making, than is the factor analytic approach. Factor analysis produces a

model of the correlational structure in data— the degree to which the values of separate variables “go up

and down together.” This implies that decision makers focus their attention on simultaneous increases or

decreases in expenditures across policy areas (e.g., “we are spending a great deal on welfare, therefore we

will also spend a lot on hospitals”). This is an unrealistic, indeed almost nonsensical, depiction of the

policy process. In contrast, the spatial proximity model is based upon distance structures— moving closer

to one stimulus means moving farther away from another stimulus (e.g., “in order to increase welfare

spending, we must cut highway spending”). This is much more consistent with the general give-and-take,

trade-offs, and compromises, that invariably occur during the formulation of government budgets

(Wildavsky 1964; Wildavsky and Caiden 1997).

Technical Advantages of the Spatial Proximity Model

Along with the preceding substantive advantages, the spatial proximity model also trumps the

factor analytic approach for technical reasons. By definition, models are abstract depictions of real-world

phenomena. As such, it is inappropriate to say that any model is “correct” or “incorrect.” Instead, a

model’s adequacy should be judged according to the degree to which the empirical data can be

reproduced from the components of the model, itself— a property that is sometimes called the model’s

“explanatory power.” And, given two different models with equal levels of explanatory power, the

principle of parsimony is usually applied; that is, the simpler model is preferable (e.g., Kaplan 1964;

King, Keohane, Verba 1994).
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Using the preceding criterion, the spatial proximity model is generally better than the factor

analytic model for representing state policy commitments because it produces lower-dimensioned— and

hence, simpler— depictions of the data. This contrast between spatial and factor representations of

empirical data has long been recognized in the literature on scaling methods and dimensional analysis

(e.g., Coombs 1964; Weisberg 1974; Davison 1983; Jacoby 1991; Van Schuur and Kiers 1994). The

difference stems from the nature of the respective models and their associated geometry.

The factor analytic model represents linear correlations between columns (or rows) of the data

matrix as angles between vectors. If the data contain nonrandom patterns which are also nonlinear in

form, then a factor analysis will almost certainly produce “extra” factors in order to account for the

nonlinearities. This is not necessarily the case with the spatial proximity model, which represents entries

in the data matrix as distances between points. These distances can readily incorporate a variety of

nonlinear data patterns.

The higher dimensionality that is virtually inevitable in the factor analytic approach (under

certain circumstances) can be demonstrated quite easily, using some simple, hypothetical data. Table 1A

shows a data matrix. The rows represent eleven “states” (labeled s  through s ) and the columns represent1 11

three “policies” (labeled A, B, and C). The cells contain state policy “expenditures,” so that entry x  is theij

amount state i spends on policy j. 

Table 1B shows the correlation matrix for the policies. Note that the “total variance” in the

correlation matrix (represented by the sum of the main diagonal entries) is 3.0, since each of the variables

is standardized to a variance of one, and there are three variables. If this correlation matrix is used as

input to a factor analysis, it produces two orthogonal factors. Figure 1 shows the resultant factor space

and Table 2 gives the factor pattern coefficients, along with the communalities and the eigenvalues.

Speaking informally, the communalities give the variance explained in each of the variables, while the

eigenvalues give the variance explained by each factor. The sum of the communalities is 3.0, as is the

sum of the eigenvalues. Hence, the factor solution accounts for 100% of the variance in the input data.

Policies A and C load at opposite ends of the first factor while Policy B, alone, has a large loading on the
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second factor. For present purposes, the specific configuration of factor coefficients is less important than

the fact that it takes two dimensions (or factors) to represent the data.

Now, let us fit a spatial proximity model to the same hypothetical data (i.e., from Table 1A). The

rule used to construct the model is simple: Fourteen points (representing s  through s , A, B, and C) are1 11

arranged along a continuum such that the distances between state points and policy points (in the

unidimensional case, distances can be shown as d  = |s  - p |, where i ranges from 1 to 11, and p  is eitherij i j j

A, B, or C) are inversely proportional to the amounts that states spend on the respective policies. That is,

d  = k - mx , where m is a constant of proportionality and  k is a constant that is at least as large as theij ij

maximum value in the original data matrix. For the present example, we will set m = 1 and k = 10. Figure

2 shows one possible dimension that could be constructed using this modeling approach and Table 3

gives the resultant distances between state points and policy points. Now, the correlation between the

distances in Table 3 and the input data values in Table 1A is -1.00; the R  value is 1.00. So, the spatial 2

proximity model also accounts for 100% of the variance in the data. But, it does so with a single

dimension, rather than the two that were required in the factor analytic approach. This shows that the

spatial proximity model produces a simpler, and therefore preferable, geometric depiction of the spending

data.

Of course, the results presented here occur as a result of the simulated data employed in the

illustrative analysis. So, it is important to ask: Under what circumstances will this difference between the

two models be manifested in empirical data? One situation is particularly relevant for the present research

context: A data matrix that simultaneously contains bipolarity across certain variables and consensus in

others. For example, in Table 1A, states that spend a large amount on policy A spend very little on policy

C and vice versa. But, all states devote at least a moderate amount of resources to policy B (the smallest

expenditure for B is five, while the minimum values for A and C are both zero). This drives down the

correlations between spending on B and spending on the other policies. 

This kind of situation is very likely to occur in the context of “real” state policy expenditures.

States have some discretion to allocate resources selectively across certain kinds of policies. But, there are
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also some services that all states must provide, regardless of other political or socioeconomic factors and

preferences. For example, some states spend a great deal of money on natural resources, parks and

recreation while others devote relatively few resources to these areas. In contrast, education always

comprises the largest segment, by far, within every state’s budget (Winters 1999). Thus, state policy

spending does exhibit a combination of bipolar and consensual patterns. For this reason, the spatial

proximity model is preferable to the factor analytic model for representing state policy spending. Again, it

is not that the former is “right” and the latter is “wrong.” Instead, the spatial proximity model requires

fewer dimensions— i.e., it is a simpler representation— than the factor analytic model.

OPERATIONALIZING THE SPATIAL PROXIMITY MODEL

The input data for the spatial proximity model are yearly state policy expenditures. Each data

value, x , represents the i  state’s relative expenditure for policy j in year t. The model parameters areijt
th

estimated on a yearly basis. In other words, a complete geometric representation of the first year’s data is

constructed, then a complete representation is obtained for the second year’s data, and so on, down to the

last year in the dataset. Because of this year-by-year strategy, the calculations within any year are

completely separate from those for any other year. And, in order to simplify the presentation a bit, we can

temporarily drop the “t” subscript from the data values and treat the algorithm as if we are only estimating

the model for a single year. 

The model, itself, contains two sets of parameters: A set of 50 points representing the states

(designated s , s , ..., s ) and another set of 10 points representing the policy areas (designated p , p , ...,1 2 50 1 2

p ). These two point sets are arrayed along a common unidimensional continuum such that interpoint10

distances are inversely proportional to state expenditures. Specifically, as state i spends more on policy j,

then the distance from the point representing i to the point representing j (designated d ) gets smaller andij

vice versa. 

For convenience in the discussion below, we will assume that the x ’s have been “reflected,” soij

that higher spending levels actually correspond to lower data values. This is merely done so that distances

in the spatial proximity model are now directly proportional to the data values. The reflection is easily
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accomplished by subtracting all of the data values from a constant. In the present case, it is natural to use

a value of one as the constant, since the input data are proportions of total state spending and they

accordingly sum to one within every state. The reflected data values will be shown as x * below, in orderij

to distinguish them from the original expenditures.

Many specific procedures— usually called “unfolding techniques”—  have been developed to

estimate the parameters of the spatial proximity model (e.g., Cox and Cox 2000; Borg and Groenen

1997). Our analysis uses a metric, least-squares unfolding method developed by Keith Poole (1984). The

overall approach is called “unfolding” because, according to the geometry of the model, a state’s profile

of (reflected) spending values can be obtained by “folding” the unidimensional continuum at the location

of the state’s point (Coombs 1964). The scaling task is the opposite of this process: We begin with the

folded versions of the dimension (i.e., the input data values) and seek to “unfold” them simultaneously

across all states, in order to estimate the dimension itself (i.e., the relative positions of the state and policy

points). The method is “metric” because it assumes that the input data are measured at the interval level or

higher (many unfolding techniques only assume ordinal or even nominal measurement levels). The

method is “least-squares” because its immediate analytic objective is to find the set of state and policy

point locations such that the squared errors between distances and data values are minimized. That is: 

(1)

Alternatively, the procedure seeks to maximize the squared correlation between the interpoint distances

and the reflected program expenditures. This squared correlation, itself, can be used as a goodness-of-fit

measure for the final scale. If the data fit the model exactly, then the errors will all be zero, the squared

correlation will be a perfect 1.0, and the reflected data values will be exactly proportional to the interpoint

distances on the unfolded dimension.

Readers are referred to Poole’s original article (Poole 1984) for theoretical background and

technical development on this least-squares, metric unfolding technique. The scaling strategy is quite

simple, although the notation and computations can be a bit cumbersome. The remainder of this section

contains a brief, largely informal, description of the methodology.
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The Conditional Global Minimum Criterion

Let us consider a strategy for estimating the positions of one point set (either state or policy

points) conditional upon fixed locations of the other point set (policy or state points, respectively). For

this discussion, assume that we are estimating policy points, with fixed state points. Imagine that each

state point, s  has attached to it 10 different vectors— one for each policy. The length of each such vectori

(say, for the jth policy) is equal to the state’s (reflected) spending value for that policy, x *. Since we areij

considering a unidimensional model, each of these vectors can only point in one of two directions; either

to the left or the right of the state point to which it is attached. In either case, the terminal point of each

vector, v  can be calculated as one of the following:ij

v  = s  - x * (2a)ij i ij

v  = s  + x * (2b)ij i ij

Condition (2a) is used when state i’s vector for policy j points to the left of the state point, and condition

(2b) is used when the vector points toward the right. The sum of squared errors for any given policy, j can

be calculated as:

(3)

In equation (3), the x * are the reflected data values and the s  are fixed by construction; therefore, onlyij i

the p  values can be manipulated. j

For any given policy, Poole (1984) proved that this sum of squared errors is minimized when the

states’ vectors are all pointed in the correct direction (i.e., directly toward the location of policy j, rather

than away from it) and the policy location is estimated as the centroid of the vector terminal points. That

is:

(4)

This estimate of the policy point location is called the conditional global minimum (CGM). It is a

“minimum” in the sense that it is the  value which produces the smallest possible value of . It is
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“conditional” because the result only holds when the state points, the s ’s, are held fixed at their currenti

locations. But, within this constraint, it is a “global” minimum: No other value of p  will produce aj

smaller squared error.

A Scaling Procedure Based Upon CGM

The preceding result leads to a particularly simple, but exhaustive and computationally-intensive,

search procedure for finding the optimal policy location, relative to the currently-fixed state points. The

states comprise 50 different locations along the dimension, and their points therefore divide the dimension

into 51 distinct intervals. Start by tentatively placing the policy point to the left of the leftmost state point;

in this case, all 50 vectors will point to the left, and the v  values would be calculated according toij

equation (2a). Use equation (4) to estimate the tentative policy location (designate this  with the carat

indicating that this is only a tentative point location at this stage of the estimation process), and also

calculate the variance associated with this tentative position, as follows:

 (5)

Next, “move” the policy point to the second interval from the left along the dimension (i.e.,

between the first and second state point locations). Note that, in doing so, one vector reverses direction—

the one that originates from s , the leftmost state point. Calculate a new value for  and also a new value1

for . If this latter variance is smaller than the first one, then there is less error associated with this

second, tentative policy point location. Therefore, the policy point should be moved to this new centroid.

This process continues, “moving” the policy point into each successive interval between an

adjacent pair of state points. After the policy point has been tried in each of the 51 intervals (i.e., it is

moved all the way to the right of the rightmost state point), the final policy point location estimate, p , isj

the centroid value ( ) that was associated with the smallest value of . Again, Poole (1984) proved

that this is a global minimum for the amount of error associated with the position of p , conditional uponj

the current, fixed set of ideal points. Hence, p  is referred to as the “CGM estimate” of the point location.j
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The “point moving” procedure is repeated for each of the 10 policies in order to obtain the least

squares estimate of the point location for each one. Then, the two point sets (policies and states) are

interchanged and the search procedure is repeated. In other words, the vectors are now conceived as

originating from the policy points and terminating at the various state points. The policy points are held

fixed at their current locations, p , p , ... p , ... p , and each of the 50 state points are tried in each of the 111 2 j 15

resultant intervals along the dimension. As before, each state’s estimated point location is associated with

the centroid of vector termini that is associated with the smallest  value.

A single iteration of the CGM procedure consists of two complete sets of point movements. The

first time through, one set of point locations must be specified by the researcher. In the present case, we

will fix the initial state points at certain positions and estimate the policy point positions accordingly; the

exact procedure for setting the initial state configuration is discussed in the next paragraph. The CGM

algorithm proceeds by moving the policy points contingent upon the fixed state points, and then moving

the state points contingent upon the newly-fixed policy points, and so on. The procedure is completed

whenever the total sum of squared errors (calculated across all states and policies) converges to a value

that does not change across iterations.

The procedure for fixing the initial positions of the state points is straightforward. And, this is

where we return to the time-series structure of the data. On the first iteration for the first year’s data (i.e.,

), the state points are simply located at random positions along the dimension. The state points will

be moved during the course of the unfolding procedure, so these initial estimated locations are not taken

very seriously (and, tests indicate that the initial locations have little, if any, discernible impact on the

final scaling solution). For all subsequent years (i.e., ), the state points are initially located at their

terminal positions from the previous year. That is, the initial estimate of state i’s location at time t is

simply the s  that was estimated at time t-1. i

This yearly initialization strategy is not only convenient for the scaling algorithm; it is also nicely

consistent with the substantive nature of governmental spending. The budgetary decisionmaking process

within the states always begins with the previous years’ allocation of expenditures (Thompson 1987;
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Hansen 1990; Kearns 1993). And, that is precisely what the preceding year’s state point represents in the

spatial proximity model.

Extensive Monte Carlo testing and several applications to real-world data indicate that Poole’s

unfolding technique works quite well. The scaling algorithm based upon the CGM criterion converges to

a solution very quickly and it provides highly accurate estimates of the point locations. An easy-to-use

SAS/IML macro program for performing this type of least-squares metric unfolding is available from the

authors, upon request.

EMPIRICAL RESULTS

As explained earlier, models are never “right” or “wrong.” Instead, the quality of a model is

usually assessed on the basis of three criteria: (1) Parsimony or the degree to which the model simplifies

the representation of the original information; (2) explanatory power or the accuracy with which the

model represents the original data; and (3) analytic utility or the degree to which the model parameters are

substantively interpretable and applicable to subsequent research efforts. By these criteria, the spatial

proximity provides an excellent representation of the yearly state spending data. 

Parsimony

Models are useful analytic tools because they provide simply depictions of complex phenomena

(Kaplan 1964). The parsimonious nature of the spatial proximity model relative to the original data can be

established very easily. With 50 states and 10 policy areas across 19 years, the raw data contain 9,500

distinct values. The results from the CGM unfolding algorithm contain 60 elements— 50 state points and

10 policy points— for each of the 19 years, producing only 1,140 total values. As we will see in the next

section, the spatial proximity model retains virtually all of the information from the original dataset. But,

it achieves an 88% reduction in the number of values that are required to represent this information. This

is clearly a much more parsimonious depiction of state government spending patterns over time than the

raw expenditure figures themselves.
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Explanatory Power

 Since models are abstract constructions, it is important to assess their fidelity to the data that they

are intended to represent. If the estimated parameters are consistent with the original empirical

observations, then the model has explanatory power. In the case of measurement models, such as the one

under consideration here, “explanatory power”can be expressed as the validity and reliability of the

measured values. 

Validity is the degree to which a variable actually captures the phenomenon it is intended to

measure (Zeller and Carmines 1980). With many social scientific concepts, validity assessment is

problematic because the phenomenon being measured is unobservable (Adcock and Collier 2001).

However, that is not the case here. The spatial proximity model is not estimating any sort of latent trait;

rather it merely summarizes a set of empirically observable values (i.e., the yearly state policy

expenditures). Therefore, validity can be assessed directly: The distances between the policy and state

points in a given year should be inversely proportional to the states’ relative spending levels in the

program areas for that year. The squared correlation between scaled distances and input spending figures

summarizes the strength of the linear relationship between them. Hence, this squared correlation is not

only a goodness of fit measure for the spatial proximity model; it is also a direct manifestation of the

model’s validity as a summary measure of state policy expenditures.

The unidimensional spatial proximity model provides an excellent representation of the 1982-

2000 state spending data. The squared correlation between the scaled interpoint distances (i.e., between

states and policies) and the input expenditure figures, across all eleven years, is extremely high at 0.954.

The goodness of fit varies somewhat from one year to the next, but only within a very narrow range. The

minimum R  value is 0.946 in 1985; the maximum is 0.958 in 1990. Thus, even the worst fit is still2

extremely good. Overall, the scaled array of state and policy points mirrors the empirical data almost

perfectly. By any reasonable standard, this extremely strong linear relationship establishes the validity of

the point locations as a summary measure of state spending patterns. 
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Reliability refers to the proportion of variance in a set of scores that is unrelated to error (Zeller

and Carmines 1980). In the present context, “error” refers to the part of a state’s yearly (reflected)

spending on a policy that is not reflected in the scaled distance between the state point and the policy

point for that year. Thus, for state i and policy j in year t:

(6)

The scaled distance can be expressed as the spending value minus the associated error. The total variance

of the scaled distances (i.e., across states, policies, and time) can be broken down as follows:

var(d) = var(x*) + var(e) + 2 cov(x, e) (7)

To get the reliability, any variance due to error is “removed” from the total variance in the spending

values. This is accomplished simply by subtracting the last two terms from the first term on the right-hand

side of (7). Reliability is then measured as follows: 

(8)

All of the required quantities on the right-hand side of (8) can be calculated directly from the original

spending data and the scaled point locations. Doing so produces a reliability value of 0.90. The maximum

possible reliability is 1.00, so this result shows that very little of the variance in the scaling results is

inconsistent with the proportional relationship between spending and interpoint distances that defines the

spatial proximity model. Hence, the latter is not only a valid representation of the spending data; it is also

a highly reliable measure as well.

Substantive Interpretation

Parsimony and explanatory power are necessary, but not sufficient, conditions for a useful model.

The latter also entails substantive interpretability or the degree to which the model provides insights into

the real-world phenomena it represents. Therefore, we need to examine the scaling results to determine

what they can tell us about patterns of state policy spending. In so doing, we encounter another practical

problem. Even though the spatial model is a simplification of the raw data, it still leaves a large amount of
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information to be digested. In order to deal with this situation, we proceed by examining graphical

summaries of the scaled point locations.

Policy Points.  Figure 3 provides shows a dot plot of the mean coordinate point locations (across the

nineteen years) for the respective policies. The information in the dot plot is easily interpreted. To find the

mean scale value for any particular policy, one merely locates the policy along the vertical axis, scans

horizontally to the plotted point within the display, and then scans vertically down to the scale value

located along the horizontal axis. Of course the specific values are less important, than the sizes of the

differences between the policy points. The solid horizontal lines that appear for several policies in the dot

plot are called “error bars.” They extend to the minimum and maximum coordinate values that occurred

for each policy across the nineteen year time period. In this manner, the dot plot summarizes both the

central tendency and the range of variation in the policy point locations across the entire time period

under investigation.

Substantive interpretation of a scaling solution usually proceeds by considering the relative

positions of the points to see if there is any systematic pattern in their placement across the dimension.

While doing so, it is particularly useful to contrast points that fall consistently at opposite ends of the

continuum. In Figure 3, the error bars for five policy areas are either nonexistent or extremely short.

Expenditure patterns for these policies are almost perfectly stable over time. And, it is immediately

obvious  that these “stable” policies fall within two strongly contrasting groups: One combines programs

that provide particularized benefits while the other subsumes a variety of collective goods (Jacoby and

Schneider 2001). The scaled points for the former group are located near the left side of the dimension.

Here, we find two policies that are designed to deal with the social and economic concerns of state

constituencies, especially the neediest strata: Health care and welfare. Both of these programs involve

government financing of specific benefits to particular groups within the respective state populations. At

the opposite end of the continuum in Figure 3, there are several stable policies that represent broad

collective goods: Natural resources, highways, and education. Such policies ostensibly benefit all of

society rather than particular segments of the population (Savas 1982; Wolf 1988).
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The long error bars for the remaining seven points show that relative expenditures for these

program areas vary sharply over time. These policies move from one side of the dimension all the way

over the other side at least once during the time period. Closer inspection of the scaled points reveals

some potentially interesting patterns in the movements. Three of the policy areas— hospitals,

parks/recreation, and government administration—  usually fall on the particularized benefits side of the

continuum, but they move over to the collective goods side for brief periods of time (i.e., no more than

three years maximum). The remaining two policy areas— police/law enforcement and corrections— jump

back and forth across the dimension more frequently. They also track each others movements fairly

closely which is, perhaps, to be expected given the substantive nature of these policy areas. 

For the moment, we are hesitant to propose any definitive explanation for these patterns of

temporal change. We suspect that the point movements represent a combination of state responses to

federal contributions and the ongoing need for states to balance resource allocations across policy areas.

Of course, we plan to investigate these changes more closely.

Even though the points for five of the policies move over time, the central tendency in their

locations still places them closer to the left, or particularized benefits, side of the scaled continuum. This

seems reasonable because all of these program areas have identifiable constituencies— e.g., the law

enforcement community for police spending, the recreation industry for spending on parks, government

employees for administrative expenditures, and so on.  Hence, governmental resources are going to fairly

narrow segments of the respective state populations. Thus, the movements that occur in some of the

policy point locations do not compromise the basic distinction we find between the two sets of policy

areas devoted to collective goods and particularized goods, respectively.

State Points. Figure 4 shows a dot plot summarizing the state positions along the scaled continuum. This

is the same dimension that contained the policy points discussed in the previous section. Therefore, states

near the left side of the graph spend more on particularized benefits, while those near the right side spend

more on collective goods. 
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Once again, the plotted points represent the mean coordinate for each state from 1982 through

2000, and the error bars extend to each state’s maximum and minimum values across that time period.

The first, obvious feature in this graph is that nontrivial error bars exist for all of the states. This shows

that policy priorities do change over time. For some states, the size of the movement is quite large. This is

true for New Hampshire, Michigan, Oklahoma, and Arizona. The spending priorities in these states swing

back and forth between collective goods and particularized benefits. In other states (e.g., New York,

South Dakota, and Wyoming) the error bars are quite short. In such cases, states maintain the same

general “mix” of policy priorities over time. The vast majority of the states fall in between these two

extremes. They show some degree of change in their spending patterns, but not enough to signal a major

refocusing of their policy priorities over time. 

A second interesting feature in Figure 4 is an apparent regional pattern in the state point locations.

Northeastern states, like New York and Massachusetts, are located at one end of the dimension, and

western states, such as Wyoming and Idaho, at the other. This result is fully consistent with previous

research that emphasizes region-based contrasts in American state politics (e.g., Elazar 1984; Garreau

1981; Gray 1999). But, region does not account for all of the differences in state locations. For example,

the mean point coordinates for Michigan, California, and Illinois fall among the northeastern states near

the left side of the scale, while mean coordinates for Indiana, North Carolina, and West Virginia are

located on the right side, among the predominantly western states. And, there are quite a few other

anomalous placements like these. This suggests that a regional interpretation of the scale has limited

substantive utility. In fact, the relative locations of the state positions correspond more closely to

identifiable differences in policy orientations. Therefore, we believe that the scale should be interpreted

from this latter, more explicitly political, perspective.

Consider the state points that fall near the left end of the unfolded continuum (or near the lower

extreme of the vertical axis in Figure 4). These include virtually all of the states that are commonly

identified as innovators or leaders in their policy activities, such as New York, Massachusetts, and

Michigan (Nathan, Doolittle, and Associates 1987; Leichter 1992; DiIlulio and Nathan 1994). These
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states tend to be progressive and highly active in orientation, aggressively taking positive steps to deal

with social problems as they arise. In contrast, the states near the right side of the continuum (shown near

the upper end of the vertical axis in Figure 4) are usually noted for being more cautious in their

orientations toward government involvement in social and economic issues. States such as Wyoming,

Idaho, and Utah are less likely to take action in the first place, and when they do so, their steps tend to be

relatively narrow and limited in nature.

The states in the center of the dimension exhibit two characteristics. First, some are truly

moderate in their policy orientations. For example, Missouri, Florida, and Nebraska do not manifest

consistently active or inactive stances in the ways that they address societal concerns (Gray 1973;

Erikson, Wright, and McIver 1993). Second, several of these centrally-positioned states are policy

innovators, but only within limited substantive areas. For example, Oregon has taken important proactive

steps in the field of health care (Neubauer 1992), Minnesota is well-known as a state willing to

experiment with education and prison reform (Lewis and Maruna 1999), and Wisconsin was the first state

to experiment with “welfare reform” (Corbitt 1995; Mead 2001). But, these states are not particularly

active (at least in terms of spending allocations) across the full range of policy areas (Hovey 1996, 1997,

1999, 2002, 2004). Therefore, it seems very reasonable that they are located in central positions between

the other states that are more consistent in their orientations toward governmental policy activities. 

COMPARISON TO OTHER STATE POLICY VARIABLES

From the results so far, we contend that the spatial proximity model provides an excellent

representation of the yearly state spending data; it possesses considerable internal and face validity as a

measure of policy priorities. Still, it is imperative that we compare the unfolded state scale scores to the

variables obtained from other well-known investigations of public policy-making in the American states.

This is useful not only for establishing the convergent validity of the program spending scale, but also for

explicating the similarities and differences among the various measures.

For this purpose, we have selected five variables: Walker’s policy innovation scores (1969);

Sharkansky and Hofferbert’s “welfare-education” and “highway-natural resources” factors (1969);
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Klingman and Lammer’s “general policy liberalism factor” (1984); and Wright, Erikson, and McIver’s

“grand index (of) composite policy liberalism” (1987). These five measures of state policy activity appear

very frequently in the research literature. But, they all use different data from the relative spending

information that is employed in our unfolding analysis. Therefore, we believe that these variables provide

excellent standards of comparison for our results. 

Each of the other variables assigns only a single score to each state. In contrast, our unfolded

scale provides 19 scores for each state, one for each year from 1982 to 2000. We believe the yearly nature

of our measure is one of its major advantages over the alternatives. However, for purposes of comparison,

we want to combine the time-series information in order to obtain a single set of state scores. So, once

again, we simply use the mean point location for each state. 

We also transform our unfolded scale by reversing its direction (so that larger values indicate

greater priority on particularized group benefits) and recalibrating the values so that the state scores range

from 0 to 100. These changes constitute a linear transformation of the original values. This is fully

appropriate, since the unfolded scale is measured at the interval level. In other words, the transformed

values do not alter any of the quantitative information contained in the scale. They merely provide

measurement units that are more readily comparable to the other variables employed below.

Let us begin with the comparison to Walker’s innovation scores. Figure 5 shows the scatterplot

between the latter variable (vertical axis) and our policy spending scale (horizontal axis). The graph also

contains a nonparametric loess curve to summarize the functional form of the bivariate structure. The

relationship between the two variables is far from deterministic, as signaled by the dispersion in the point

cloud. This is not at all unreasonable, given that Walker was measuring an ostensibly different concept

with data collected more than twenty years earlier than those employed in the present analysis. 

Nevertheless, the relationship between innovativeness and the spending scale is positive,

monotonic, and nearly linear. The correlation between the two is quite strong at 0.73. This suggests that

these two variables are tapping a common phenomenon. Walker’s scores are based upon sequential state
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adoptions: “The larger the innovation score, . . . the faster the state has been, on the average, in

responding to new ideas or policies” (Walker 1969: 883). 

But, Figure 5 shows that this also corresponds to systematic, sequential adoptions of particular

types of policies. Specifically, innovative states (i.e., those with large values on Walker’s measure) also

spend more on particularized benefits for various groups, relative to the collective goods required for

maintaining socioeconomic infrastructure (i.e., they have high scores on the unfolded scale). In this way,

our measure of policy spending helps clarify the substantive implications of policy innovativeness within

the states. 

Sharkansky and Hofferbert’s welfare-education factor and the variables created by Klingman and

Lammers and by Wright, Erikson, and McIver are all very similar to each other. So, we will examine

them together. Figures 6, 7, and 8 show the scatterplots of these variables against the unfolded policy

spending scale. The correlations are 0.35, 0.59 and 0.61 respectively. It is important to emphasize that

Sharkansky and Hofferbert, Klingman and Lammers, and Wright, Erikson, and McIver all both provide

broad summaries of overall state policy outputs. Thus, their variables simply do not measure the same

thing as our unfolded scale. Furthermore, Sharkansky and Hofferbert employ data that from more than a

decade prior to the earliest spending figures that are used as input to our unfolding analysis. Both of these

features undoubtedly help to generate the relatively weak to moderate relationships revealed in the

scatterplots. 

But, there is a more immediate reason for the low correlations: The functional relationships are

simply not linear. The shapes of the nonparametric loess curves in Figures 6, 7, and 8 are very revealing.

In each case there is a positive and fairly steep slope in the right side of the plotting region. But, on the

left side, the curve reverses direction in two plots (Figures 6 and 7) and becomes nearly flat in the other

(Figure 8). This shows that the Sharkansky and Hofferbert, Klingman and Lammers, and Wright, Erikson,

and McIver measures do distinguish among states that place their highest priorities on particularized

benefits (i.e., those with large values on the unfolded spending priorities scale). However, these variables
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do not differentiate at all among those states that place greater emphasis on collective goods (i.e., those

with small values on the unfolded scale). 

This latter feature is perfectly understandable. For one thing, welfare is the main defining

characteristic of the Sharkansky-Hofferbert factor, and it is also among the largest of the particularized-

benefit policies on our policy spending scale.  At the same time, Klingman and Lammers and Wright,

Erikson, and McIver both explicitly measure policy liberalism. Therefore, they emphasize programs that

provide public assistance to needy groups. And, these are precisely the kinds of policies that comprise a

major component in our set of particularized benefits. 

Finally, Figure 9 shows the scatterplot of Sharkansky and Hofferbert’s highway-natural resources

factor (vertical axis) and the unfolded policy spending scale (horizontal axis). Here, the loess curve

reveals that there is a sharp, negative relationship in the lefthand portion of the plotting region. The slope

remains negative, but becomes much shallower in the right side of the graph. States that emphasize

highways and natural resources (according to the Sharkansky and Hofferbert variable) also place greater

priority on collective goods (they fall near the lower end of the policy spending scale). This is very

reasonable precisely because highways and natural resources are collective goods. But, once again, this

variable fails to differentiate very clearly among the states that place greater emphasis on particularized

benefits.

In summary, our program spending variable is related to other prominent measures of state policy

activity. And, there are reasonable explanations for the differences that exist across these variables.

Accordingly, we believe that the results presented in this section attest to the convergent validity of our

measure. Moreover, the precise functional forms of the relationships illustrated in Figures 5 through 8 are

revealing in themselves: They are very useful for interpreting and providing more specific meaning to

concepts like state innovativeness and policy liberalism. This, in turn, demonstrates the analytic utility of

the unfolded spending priorities scale.
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CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, our empirical analysis produces a comprehensive model of state policy priorities.

This model is highly parsimonious in that it depicts states and policies as points arrayed along a single

unidimensional continuum. It is powerful because the interpoint distances account for virtually all of the

variation in relative policy expenditures across the states. And, the model is substantively meaningful:

The empirical depiction of state policy priorities has a great deal of internal and face validity; it is also

related to other state policy measures in reasonable ways. Thus, our analysis operationalizes successfully

a critical aspect of the policy process. 

Of course, our spatial proximity model is very different from the factor analyses that appear in

most other state policy studies. But, we regard our work as an extension, rather than a refutation or

contradiction, of these earlier efforts. The previous research was aimed primarily at summarizing the

information contained in a large set of policy indicators. But, data reduction never occurs “in a vacuum;”

it always involves fitting a model to the data (Coombs 1964; Jacoby 1991). When one recognizes this

basic and inescapable fact, it leads easily to a consideration of alternative geometric structures or models.

This is precisely how our spatial proximity representation of state policy priorities was generated in the

first place. 

The scaling approach presented here has a number of advantageous features that should make it a

useful analytic tool. First, the spatial proximity model is based upon one specific component of the policy

process— program expenditures— rather than a general amalgam of heterogenous policy indicators. This

makes it easier to specify exactly which part of the policy process is being modeled than is the case with

the other composite measures. Second, the unfolded scale provides a nearly perfect representation of the

spending data. It explains a higher proportion of the variance in a larger number of program areas than

any of the other policy variables that have been employed in political research. Third, the unfolded scores

are available on a yearly basis, thereby enabling analyses over time. This is just not the case with any of

the other summary measures of policy outputs. Fourth, the unfolded scale provides empirical scores for

both states and policies. This makes possible systematic analyses of variability across policies which
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would be impossible with the other measures (which focus only on the states). Finally, expenditure

allocations represent a relatively central step in the broader policy process. Therefore, our new variable

facilitates investigation of both the sources and the consequences of spending priorities. For all of these

reasons, we hope the scales of policy spending developed in this paper will enable and stimulate future

research efforts in the field of state politics. 
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Table 1A: Hypothetical Data on Eleven States’ Expenditures across Three Policy Areas.

Policies

A B C

     s1 10   5   0

     s2   9   6   1

     s3   8   7   2

     s4   7   8   3

     s5   6   9   4

     s6   5 10   5

     s7   4   9   6

     s8   3   8   7

     s9   2   7   8

     s10   1   6   9

     s11   0   5 10

Table 1B: Correlation Matrix for Hypothetical State Expenditures on Three Policy Areas.

A B C

     A  1.00 0.00 -1.00

     B  0.00 1.00  0.00

     C -1.00 0.00  1.00

Data Source: Hypothetical data created by the authors.



Table 2: Factor Pattern Coefficients (or “Factor Loadings”), Communalities, and Eigenvalues
from Factor Analysis of Hypothetical State Expenditure Data.

Factors

Factor 1 Factor 2 Communalities

A  1.00 0.00 1.00

B  0.00 1.00 1.00

C -1.00 0.00 1.00

Eigenvalues  2.00 1.00 3.00

Table 3: Interpoint Distances Obtained from the Spatial Proximity Model of Hypothetical
State Expenditures.

Policy Points:

State Points: A B C

     s1   0 5  10

     s2   1 4   9

     s3   2 3   8

     s4   3 2   7

     s5   4 1   6

     s6   5 0   6

     s7   6 1   5

     s8   7 2   4

     s9   8 3   3

     s10   9 4   2

     s11   10  5   1
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Figure 1: Factor Space Obtained from Factor Analysis of Hypothetical State Expenditure
Data.

Figure 2: Spatial Proximity Model of Hypothetical State Expenditure Data.
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Figure 3: Dot plot showing the mean score for each policy. Means are calculated from the yearly
policy scores for the nineteen-year time span (1982-2000). Error bars extend to the
maximum and minum scale scores for each policy across that time period.

Source: Output from unfolding analysis of state spending data, 1982-2000.



Figure 4: Dot plot showing the mean score for each state. Means are calculated from the yearly
state scores for the nineteen-year time span (1982-2000). Error bars extend to the
maximum and minum scale scores for each state across that time period.

Source: Output from unfolding analysis of state spending data, 1982-2000.
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Figure 5: Scatterplot of mean unfolded state scale scores versus Walker’s index of State Policy
Innovation.

Source: Mean state scale scores are from the unfolding analysis of the 1982-2000 spending data;
mean values are calculated for each state across the 19-year time span of the dataset. The
policy innovation scores are obtained from Walker (1969).
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Figure 6: Scatterplot of mean unfolded state scale scores versus Sharkansky and Hofferbert’s
welfare-education factor.

Source: Mean state scale scores are from the unfolding analysis of the 1982-2000 spending data;
mean values are calculated for each state across the 19-year time span of the dataset. The
scores for the welfare-education factor are obtained from Sharkansky and Hofferbert
(1969).
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Figure 7: Scatterplot of mean unfolded state scale scores versus Klingman and Lammers’ general
policy liberalism factor.

Source: Mean state scale scores are from the unfolding analysis of the 1982-2000 spending data;
mean values are calculated for each state across the 19-year time span of the dataset. The
general policy liberalism factor scores are obtained from Klingman and Lammers (1984).
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Figure 8: Scatterplot of mean unfolded state scale scores versus Wright, Erikson, and McIver’s
index of composite policy liberalism.

Source: Mean state scale scores are from the unfolding analysis of the 1982-2000 spending data;
mean values are calculated for each state across the 19-year time span of the dataset. The
scores for the composite policy liberalism index are obtained from Wright, Erikson, and
McIver (1987).
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Figure 9: Scatterplot of mean unfolded state scale scores versus Sharkansky and Hofferbert’s
highway-natural resources factor.

Source: Mean state scale scores are from the unfolding analysis of the 1982-2000 spending data;
mean values are calculated for each state across the 19-year time span of the dataset. The
scores for the highway-natural resources factor are obtained from Sharkansky and
Hofferbert (1969).


